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In late 2013, Chinese President Xi Jinping introduced China’s ambitious plan to build the Silk Road Economic Belt and the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road (MSR) to the world stage. Astana and Jakarta, the capital cities of Kazakhstan and Indonesia, respectively, were chosen as the locations for China to inform these two proposals which are together later known as the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). The move piqued interests as some China watchers labeled Xi’s maneuvers as unusual. Taylor Fravel (2012), for example, predicted that China under its then new leader Xi Jinping “may not launch new initiatives of their own for perhaps one or two years—once key positions are filled, working relationships are formed among the new leaders, and power is consolidated.” Unlike the other Chinese leaders of the post-Deng era who made the best use of their first term in power primarily for domestic consolidation, Xi did not wait even for a year to put China on the world stage by proposing his grand foreign-policy initiative.

The initiatives were considered as mere “old wine in a new bottle” for some China watchers. For them, the BRI is essentially a platform to encourage Chinese enterprises to invest overseas, something that the Chinese government have conducted since the announcement of their “going-out” strategy in the late 1990s. Moreover, in assessing the development of China’s interaction with Africa, Cabestan (2018) argues that on the continent before 2013, Beijing’s diplomatic, economic activism and mercantilism was also aimed at promoting ‘win-win cooperation’, ‘connectivity’, ‘unimpeded trade’ and ‘people to people bonds’. In the light of this context, he further mentioned that the BRI is simply “a repacking and an expansion of this [going-out] strategy.”

Observing the historical evolution of China’s foreign policy conduct, on the other hand, others highlighted the uniqueness of the BRI as Xi’s signature foreign-policy project. They describe how unprecedented the scale and scope of the BRI is as a foreign-policy venture proposed by the Chinese. As Cai (2018) emphasized, “Never before in its diplomatic history has the People’s Republic of China actively launched any initiative comparable to the BRI and the AIIB.” He further presents the BRI as “a new round of China’s opening policy” since the post-Mao economic reform initiated at the end of 1970s. While the Deng-introduced opening policy had enabled China to enter the capitalist world economy, the Xi-initiated one under the banner of the BRI aims at further projecting China’s presence in the world while facing economic challenges at home.
and abroad. In this regard, the BRI has also marked an important shift in the ways in which China conducts its foreign policy. As Clarke (2017) argues, that with the implementation of the BRI, Xi has transformed China from “a famously risk-averse” country into the one that “has embraced increased risk abroad.”

As the biggest country in Southeast Asia, Indonesia is of great importance to the successful implementation of the BRI. Beijing’s choice of Jakarta to be the place for Xi Jinping to announce China’s plan to build the 21st Century MSR is indicative of Chinese leaders’ clear understanding of the important roles of Indonesia in their ambitious grand scheme. Based on the study of China’s National Information Center in 2016, Indonesia together with Russia, Kazakhstan, Thailand and Pakistan were among the top five of more than sixty of China’s BRI partners. This only emphasizes how China perceives the central role of Indonesia in the realizing of this massive foreign-policy project.

Estimating that Indonesia–China relations would be significantly expanded following the implementation of the BRI would not be amiss. The rise of Joko “Jokowi” Widodo to power, as the seventh Indonesian president at the end of 2014, was one of the main factors that allowed both countries to become closer. During his presidential campaign, President Jokowi brought forward the vision of realizing Indonesia as the **Global Maritime Fulcrum (GMF)**, making it the center of his presidency. At face value, the BRI and GMF are seemingly congruent with each other. The idea to promote maritime connectivity in a region that is central to the Chinese initiative is also parallel to the emphasis on “maritime infrastructure development” in the ambitious Indonesian vision, serving partly to improve the country’s inter-islands connectivity.

Against this background, this paper seeks to examine Indonesia–China bilateral interactions following the implementation of the China-led BRI. In other words, this paper intends to look into the meaning of China promoting the BRI for Indonesia–China political relations, economic exchanges, and people-to-people bonds. In the pursuit of such an aim, this paper is divided into four sections. The first outlines the scholarly discussions on how the BRI should be understood. The second section presents the meanings of the Jokowi-proposed GMF. The third section assesses the linkage between the BRI and the GMF, focusing on diplomatic, economic, and people-to-people interactions between the two countries.
1. Understanding the Belt and Road Initiative

Since its inauguration in 2013, the China-led Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), has been a subject of debate among experts, scholars, and policymakers. The Initiative was immediately welcomed with both enthusiasm and caution. Those who showed interest primarily put forward the economic opportunities China might offer by promoting this initiative, while those who chose to exercise caution highlighted the absence of clear signals from Beijing about the country’s motivation behind such a grand ambition.

In response to such a development, in early 2015, the Chinese government issued the ‘Vision and Actions on Jointly Building Silk Road Economic Belt and 21st-Century Maritime Silk Road’, a comprehensive document laying out what the initiative is all about which the Chinese thought would address the international public’s suspicion of it. The Chinese government further decided to change how this ambitious international project should be internationally known. In late 2015, it began using the acronym of BRI, and thus, abandoning ‘OBOR’ (One Belt One Road), although the latter was the literal English translation of the term yidai yilu (一带一路) which is used by the Chinese up until now in calling Xi’s signature foreign-policy venture. With the addition of the word “initiative” into the Beijing-approved acronym, the Chinese government is perceived as intending to counter the perspective of China seeking to pursue global domination through the promotion of such a self-centered and grand international project.

Indeed, Beijing is still far from having completely addressed some major concerns regarding the initiative. However, it has been quite successful in mobilizing significant international support for this ambitious foreign-policy project. The leader of Cambodia, Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Vietnam, Indonesia, and Laos were among the 29 foreign heads of states and governments attending the 2017 Belt and Road Forum for International Cooperation. In this China-organized forum, they were also joined by the representatives from the other 130 countries and 70 international bodies.

Still, such a diplomatic accomplishment for China could not camouflage the slow progress and limited achievement in the implementation of this China-led initiative. This has been the case partly because the actual support (beyond the diplomatic) given by the countries along the Belt and the Road has been varied. The majority of countries have not provided support at the level that the Chinese government has expected due to the respective domestic political dynamics. Against this background, some pundits have started to argue that this ambitious plan is doomed to fail. On the other hand, entering into the sixth year of the implementation of the BRI, Beijing has seemingly given no indication of downgrading its commitment to ensure the full realization of President Xi’s signature foreign-policy project.

Accompanying the ups and downs at the policy implementation level was the exchanges of views among scholars and experts over this China-led initiative. There are at least two major perspectives that emerge from their discussions on how the BRI should be understood. The first view holds that the BRI is a mere Beijing instrument to ensure that the international order is being transformed into a more favorable form to support China’s growing interests, and to respond to other great powers’ geopolitical maneuvers launched against China. At the heart of such an interpretation is the image of a far more confident China that has already abandoned Deng Xiaoping’s dictum of taoguang yanghui. As Wang (2018) argues, under Xi’s leadership, China decided “to behave like a major country (power) in all dimensions of international affairs: constructing more norms and discourse, making more initiatives, taking more responsibilities, exercising more influence and providing more public goods.” In this regard, China’s efforts to implement the BRI are therefore presented as being strongly motivated “to frustrate the US containment of China and undermine its power and
influence”; “[to promote] China’s soft power and [build] its role as a normative power through the promotion of alternative ideas and norms”; and “[to reshape] global governance in a way that reflects China’s values, interests and status” (Zhou and Esteban 2018).

The second interpretation focuses more on the economic rationale behind the initiative. In promoting the BRI, China is perceived as attempting to address long-standing internal economic challenges and deal with the world economic situation, post-global financial crisis. The initiative is then described as “a mercantile endeavor, designed to fortify China’s economic interests around the world and open business opportunities for Chinese companies” (Djankov 2016). For those who held this perspective, a China with a much stronger influence and geopolitical standing in world politics should be perceived less as the ultimate goal of this initiative than as the mere expected outcome of the initiative. In other words, China would obtain such geopolitical gains if the BRI were successfully implemented (Clarke 2017).

Against this background, Cai (2017) then argues that “focusing on the geopolitical dimensions of [BRI] obscures its principally geo-economic drivers, in particular its connection to changes in China’s domestic industrial policy.” He further emphasizes that Beijing implements this initiative more to address domestic economic problems, such as the disparities between China’s vast hinterland and coastal provinces, the excess production capacity, and the country’s disappearing comparative advantages in manufacturing. In this regard, the implementation of the BRI is directed to enhance the connectivity of China’s interior provinces with the global market, and thus, providing them with more economic opportunities to develop; to find new markets for surplus industries not to enable China to dump excess product, but to move their factories out of China; and to promote China’s high-tech products and even ensure China’s technological and engineering standards are widely adopted in the countries along the Belt and the Road.

Instead of taking the either/or position, this paper acknowledges that there is a great deal of truth to both interpretations. It argues that China’s motives behind the implementation of the BRI have been mixed. In this regard, ones still need to anticipate China’s geopolitical maneuvers, without totally ignoring the geo-economic underpinnings behind the initiative. This is particularly because, as Yu (2016) argued, “geopolitics and geo-economics are two sides of the same coin, the political dimension of geo-economics being strongly intertwined with the competitive economic dimensions of geopolitics.”

This paper further argues that ones should also take China’s domestic political dynamics into consideration, while attempting to better understand the country’s strong commitment to promote the BRI. In so doing, ones should, for example, pay attention to how the BRI contributes to the current communist regime’s consolidation of power at home. The initiative has in fact enabled Xi to stay in power longer than any Chinese leaders from the post-Deng era. As He (2018) observes, “the successful implementation of the long-term BRI project offers a strong justification to abandon the two-term rule, which was finally achieved in the Constitutional revision in March 2018.” Moreover, sub-national actors have also attempted to take advantage of the implementation of the BRI for their own political gains. In this regard, provincial leaders compete for the patronage of the central government to gain a bigger share of the financial resources provided to support the implementation of the BRI. They have then engaged in “dubious practices”, such as “retroactively rebranding successful projects as BRI” and “aggrandizing BRI accomplishments” in order to “curry favor or expedite career advancement.” Such a situation, as He (2018) argues, has then become “a driving force for China’s evolving BRI project, making it much bigger in scope.”
President Joko “Jokowi” Widodo is Indonesia’s second directly-elected president, who came into office in 2014. Jokowi was the mayor of the Central Javanese city of Solo and later the governor of Jakarta before he decided to run for president. His rise to power was preceded by a tight and divisive presidential race (Mietzner, 2015a; Fionna & Njoto-Felllard, 2015). In the 2014 presidential election, Jokowi’s rival was Prabowo Subianto, or Prabowo for short, a former military general and former son-in-law of the late President Suharto, an autocrat who ruled the country for 32 years (see Aspinall, 2015). President Jokowi won the presidential contest against Prabowo by a narrow margin of only 6.3% of the popular vote (see Hamayotsu, 2015).

Jokowi’s rise to presidency was a breakthrough in Indonesian politics as he neither had a military background nor was a member of the major political oligarchies. Many Indonesians who observed Jokowi’s road to presidential candidacy and his method of achieving electoral victory had expected his efforts to pose major challenges to the oligarchic domination of Indonesian politics (Aspinall & Mietzner, 2014; Mietzner, 2015b). During his presidential campaign, Jokowi still relied upon financial support from the oligarchs who backed his candidacy. Unlike Prabowo’s campaign, however, President Jokowi’s camp depended largely upon a loosely-coordinated network of volunteers from the grassroots level (Mietzner, 2014; Lay, 2018; Tempo, 28/7/2014). Mietzner (2014) further noted that President Jokowi was even “the first presidential candidate in Indonesian history to launch a significant community-based fundraising drive” (p. 119). Due to these aspects of Jokowi’s campaign, popular expectations of continued political reform soared. *Time* magazine captured the corresponding euphoria of Indonesians well, putting a picture of President Jokowi on its cover and presenting him as “A New Hope” (*Time*, 27/10/2014).

However, the post-election political dynamics suggest that fundamentally transforming Indonesian politics was not the top priority of Jokowi’s regime (Fukuoka & Djani, 2016). Pursuing such an agenda would be quite challenging for President Jokowi, who began his presidency from a position of weakness (Muhtadi, 2015; Bush, 2016; Hamayotsu & Nataatmadja, 2016). His government was not backed by a parliamentary majority, because the four political parties that nominated him as their presidential candidate held only 37% of the seats in the House of Representatives. In addition, he was struggling to keep the lead of his own party, PDI-P (Indonesian Democratic Party of Struggle), because it was still dominated by the matriarchal figure of former president Megawati Sukarnoputri. President Jokowi’s status as a novice who was not a member of the traditional political elite or the oligarchic cliques that had long dominated Indonesia’s politics added more complexity in his position (McRae, 2013). Thus, his “triple minority” position seriously limited his ability to meet the expectations that people had of him as a transformational and reformist leader.

At her very first Annual Press Statement in 2015, Indonesia’s first female Foreign Minister, Retno Marsudi, put forward that Indonesia’s diplomacy under President Jokowi would be down-to-earth, firm, dignified and having strong links with the people’s aspirations. The statement signaled a change from previous presidents’ seemingly elite-driven foreign policies that were disconnected from the Indonesian people’s needs (e.g. President Abdurrahman Wahid’s “world tour” or President SBY’s “thousand friends, zero enemy” agenda. Although national interests have always been the predominant theme in Indonesia’s foreign policy narrative, Jokowi’s administration defined the country’s national interest in a starkly contrast manner to what was promoted by his immediate predecessor. Interestingly, as Dewi Fortuna Anwar argues, his foreign policy approach has resembled...
Indonesia’s diplomacy during the first two decades of President Suharto’s regime, with concrete economic cooperation put forward as the primary goal of Indonesia’s foreign policy conducts under Jokowi. Such a goal solely reflects the domestic imperatives that largely shape Indonesia’s foreign policy. At home, maintaining the country’s economic growth and improving the people’s welfare have been among the top priorities of the Jokowi administration. In this regard, improving the country’s infrastructure is one of the primary policy goals. As Max Lane argues, “infrastructure and economic growth seem all-consuming at the moment.”

It is against this background that President Jokowi’s GMF vision can be best understood. As Rizal Sukma suggests, the GMF should not be strictly understood as a foreign policy platform, given it also embraces wider aspects of nation-building. He further mentions that under Jokowi’s leadership, Indonesia seeks to improve inter-island connectivity, acquire shipbuilding and ship-repairing capacity, develop sea transportation, ensure maritime security and strengthen the country’s maritime defense. In other words, as Sukma argues, the GMF also reflects “a set of development agenda” that President Jokowi intends to execute in his presidency. As mentioned in Rencana Pembangunan Jangka Menengah (the National Medium-Term Development Plan) 2015–2019, the Indonesian government set forth ambitious targets in the maritime infrastructure development sector. The Indonesian government intended to build 24 new seaports and 60 new ferry ports, as well as expand the capacity of 172 ports across the archipelago.

It should also be noted that like previous Indonesian presidents in the post-Suharto period, President Jokowi cannot escape from the electoral process to stay in power for another presidential term. As Mietzner put, “Jokowi will [then] have to face the electorate for a verdict on the structural development he has brought within his five years of presidency.” In this regard, many have argued that the acceleration of infrastructure development under the GMF vision is not only his strategy to address the country’s infrastructure deficit and boost its economic growth, but is also essentially his political project to gain electorate rewards in 2019 ballot box.

By 2016 it had become obvious that Jokowi had been focusing on pursuing tangible economic outcomes, thereby concentrating on a narrow and pragmatic agenda of infrastructure development. In addition, it appears that the president lacks interest in political reform, anti-corruption efforts, and other issues such as human rights and justice. Nevertheless Jokowi was reelected in April 2019; and was not punished by the electorate for his underperformance in non-economic issues. Ikrar Nusa Bhakti, a political science professor of Lembaga Ilmu Pengetahuan Indonesia (Indonesia Institute of Sciences), argues that delivering his promises on infrastructure development has been central to the re-election of Jokowi.

Warburton (2016) characterizes the strategy described above as “Jokowi-styled new developmentalism.” This economic development platform has three important attributes. Firstly, it features a narrow policy agenda, which focuses on providing public services and developing infrastructure (Negara, 2016). Secondly, Jokowi’s regime has increased the state’s involvement in economic development. The government has depended on state-owned enterprises (SOEs) to achieve notable progress in infrastructure development (Ray & Ing, 2016). In addition, Jokowi’s regime has embraced economic nationalism. For example, it has strengthened regulations that prohibit the export of unprocessed minerals and compelled mining companies to build local smelters (Negara, 2015a; see also Warburton, 2017). Thirdly, Jokowi’s regime has subordinated its commitment to pursue a reformist agenda to the more fundamental need for political stability, thereby fostering economic development (Warburton, 2016). The pursuit of fast-paced economic development has been conducted at the expense of the fulfillment of President Jokowi’s campaign promises to protect minority groups and investigate past human rights abuses (see Andriyani and Hidayat, 2016; Peterson, 2018).
During the third year of Jokowi’s presidency, a significant political challenge to his regime emerged when political elites outside of the pro-government coalition joined forces with Islamist hardliners to investigate President Jokowi’s attitude toward Islam. Extra-parliamentary opposition originated in October 2016 when three Muslim mass demonstrations took place in Jakarta (Mietzner, 2017). At the center of the Muslim mass mobilization were the FPI (Islamic Defenders’ Front), the HTI (Hizbut Tahrir Indonesia), the MIUMI (the Council for Young Islamic Scholars and Intellectuals), and the Wahdah Islamiyah (Islamic Unity). These groups demanded that Indonesian authorities prosecute and imprison the then governor of Jakarta, Basuki Tjahaja Purnama — popularly known as Ahok, for alleged blasphemy against Islam. While directly targeting the double-minority Chinese-Christian Ahok, they also launched political attacks on President Jokowi. The FPI accused Jokowi of taking Ahok’s side, projecting him as being a defender of religious blasphemers (pelindung penista agama), and therefore an anti-Islamic leader (see Fealy, 2017).

The anti-Ahok protests, which continued onward to the Jakarta gubernatorial election in 2017, grew stronger and used more and more anti-Chinese rhetoric in its wake. The protests seemingly swayed the gubernatorial election into the opposition’s victory, with former education and culture minister Anies Baswedan, himself a Muslim of Arab descent, winning the election. Former governor Ahok was then sentenced to 2 years in prison due to his alleged blasphemy, sending a signal of “oppression” against a prominent Chinese Indonesian politician to the world, with China seeing the drama as a sign of anti-Chinese xenophobia in the country. In fact, both the total number of Chinese investments and projects in Indonesia have continued to decrease since 2017 after experiencing a rising trend since 2010 (see graphs 1 and 2). Although there might be other contributing factors behind the drop, the effect of rising anti-Chinese sentiment can therefore be seen in the economic sector, with Chinese investors reversing the trend of increasing investment and projects to Indonesia.

Graph 1
Chinese Investments in Indonesia

(Source: https://nswi.bkpm.go.id/data_statistik)
The domestic political situations, with issues ranging from problematic support from political oligarchs to the rising nationalist and religious sentiments in the public, caused Jokowi’s government to rely on economic and infrastructure development as the main tools to maintain legitimacy. Jokowi’s economic and foreign policies are, therefore, more cemented in economic development as opposed to other presidents post-Suharto.

ASEAN outlook on the Indo-Pacific
Indonesia, through its Foreign Ministry KEMLU, has taken a leadership role within the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) in drafting an ASEAN outlook on the Indo-Pacific concept.

The widening of Indonesia’s geostrategic canvas from the Asia–Pacific to the Indo-Pacific is in line with President Jokowi’s intent to make Indonesia a Global Maritime Fulcrum (GMF). In view of the rivalry between the US and China and the emergence of various Indo-Pacific initiatives from other countries, Indonesia believes that ASEAN must try to maintain its centrality. The draft of Indonesia’s perspective for an ASEAN outlook on the Indo-Pacific: towards a peaceful, prosperous, and inclusive region was submitted for considerations by ASEAN, and after 18 months of intensive lobbying by Indonesia the concept was finally adopted at the ASEAN Summit in June 2019.15

The document says; “The Asia-Pacific and Indian Ocean regions are amongst the most dynamic in the world as well as centers of economic growth for decades. […] Southeast Asia lies in the center of these dynamic regions and is a very important conduit and portal to the same. Therefore, it is in the interest of ASEAN to lead the shaping of their economic and security architecture and ensure that such dynamics will continue to bring about peace, security, stability and prosperity for the peoples in the Southeast Asia as well as in the wider Asia-Pacific and Indian Ocean regions or the Indo-Pacific. […] ASEAN also needs to continue being an honest broker within the strategic environment of competing interests. Against this backdrop, ASEAN Leaders have agreed to further discuss an initiative that reinforces the ASEAN-centered regional architecture, namely, ASEAN Outlook on the Indo-Pacific.”16
3. Linking the GMF and the BRI

This section seeks to investigate how the pursuit of Indonesia's GMF and the promotion of the China-led BRI have so far shaped Indonesia–China bilateral exchanges. It looks at the interactions at the G2G level, exchanges in economic sectors, cooperation on infrastructure development, and efforts to enhance people-to-people bonds. As China promotes the BRI partly to address domestic economic challenges and Indonesia pragmatically focuses on dealing with the country's infrastructure deficit, it is safe to expect that cooperation on economic sectors, particularly on infrastructure development, would be the highlight of the recent Sino–Indonesia relations. In this regard, this paper argues that the dynamics of the G2G interactions and people-to-people contacts would only follow a positive trend of the bilateral economic cooperation.

*Indonesia–China G2G Interactions*

“[R]epublic of [I]ndonesia Leans toward China,” was the front-page headline of *The Jakarta Post* during the visit of the Indonesian President Joko “Jokowi” Widodo to Hangzhou in September 2016. With such a heading, one of the most prominent dailies in Indonesia highlighted the efforts of the biggest country in Southeast Asia to strengthen its economic relations with the world's second largest economy. As far as Indonesia-China relations are concerned, this visit signifies some important matters. It was Jokowi's third visit to China within the two years of his presidency. The People's Republic was in fact the first foreign country that Jokowi visited as President. In addition, it was during this visit that President Jokowi and President Xi Jinping held their fifth bilateral meeting. Both leaders then met again for the sixth time at the sideline of the 2017 Belt and Road Forum for International cooperation in Beijing. The seventh face-to-face meeting between Jokowi and Xi occurred, while both of them attended the 2018 APEC Summit in Port Moresby. Never in the history of the two countries' relations has an Indonesian President met with his Chinese counterpart this frequently.

Under Jokowi's and Xi's leadership, the two countries also established the Indonesia–China High-Level Meeting on People-to-People Exchange Mechanism. It is reported that Indonesia is among only five countries, and also the only Southeast Asian country, with which China has developed such a forum to discuss bilateral cooperation in politics and security, economics, as well as people-to-people exchanges. The positive interactions and intensive contacts between the leaders, for some Indonesians, indicate “the new chapter” of the very dynamic Sino–Indonesia relations. This kind of relation arguably follows a similar pattern of the ones developed during the latest years of Sukarno's presidency. In this regard, some even predict that Jokowi and Xi might rejuvenate the “Jakarta–Beijing axis,” a quasi-alliance announced by Sukarno in 1964 to signify the extremely close Indonesian–Chinese relations. Analysts from the United States, Australia, and Singapore see that stable Sino-Indonesian relations would “advance Beijing’s goal of keeping Western-aligned powers out of the South China Sea dispute” while also increasing Indonesia's reliance on China to fund infrastructure projects.

The burgeoning of G2G relations between Indonesia and China is also reflected in the significant rise in the number of international treaties signed between the two sides. From January 2012 to November 2018, Indonesia and China had signed 66 international treaties. On the other hand, during the same period of time, Indonesia only inked 29 and 18 international treaties with the US and Japan respectively. Of the 66 international treaties signed with China, 35 were Memoranda of Understanding (MoUs), while 9 were Bilateral Agreements. As Graph 1 indicates, there has been a significant increase in the number of signed international treaties since 2015. Despite the declining trend, the numbers of signed international treaties between Indonesia and China in 2016, 2017, and 2018 were still higher compared to the years before Jokowi assumed the office of presidency.
It should be also noted that the international treaties signed between both countries have encompassed various sectors of cooperation. However, as Table 1 below indicates, three dominant sectors emerge, namely: economic, infrastructure, and science and technology. As the word “maritime” is clearly present in the title of both leaders’ main initiative and vision, namely the Maritime Silk Road (MSR) Initiative of President Xi and the Global Maritime Fulcrum of President Jokowi, many expect that Indonesia and China would enhance their maritime cooperation. It is not reflected, nevertheless, in the number of international treaties signed in the maritime sector. Of the two international treaties signed on the maritime sector, interestingly, only one MoU was signed during Jokowi’s presidency, namely that of the Maritime Search and Rescue Cooperation.

On the other hand, the maritime domain has posed somewhat potentially harmful challenges to Indonesia–China relations. Within the first semester of 2016, three incidents involving both Chinese and Indonesian vessels occurred in Indonesia’s Economic Exclusive Zone near the Natuna Islands, where the Chinese vessels violated Indonesia’s sovereign rights and jurisdiction over the waters. In light of China’s increased assertiveness in the South China Sea and the issuance of the result of the Beijing-Manila arbitration on the South China Sea dispute, Indonesians are questioning the Chinese government’s commitment to conduct more positive relations with Indonesia. Accordingly, Indonesia has sent assertive signals about its commitment to safeguard national sovereignty; for example, in 2016 the Indonesian Navy and Air Force conducted its largest military exercise in the South China Sea waters in the proximity of the Natuna Islands where the maritime skirmishes with China took place. In early 2020 the Indonesian government deployed six warships to deter Chinese fishing boats from the Natuna seas, President Jokowi visited the Natuna island amid the stand-off, while Indonesia also initiated cooperation with Japan to support its coastguard.
Table 1. The Number of International Treaties Signed between Indonesia and China based on Cooperation Sectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cooperation Sectors</th>
<th>Number of International Treaties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure development</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science and technology</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sister City/Province</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law enforcement</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maritime</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomatic training</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drugs prevention</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter-Terrorism</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>66</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: treaty.kemlu.go.id)

Economic context: BRI and GMF

Since President Jokowi took office in 2014, Indonesia’s economy has kept growing, albeit in a subdued manner due to the lasting effect of the global economic slowdown. The economy is growing stably at about 5 per cent per year which is below the government’s ambitions to reach 7–8 per cent annual growth. Although Jokowi’s focus on infrastructure, fiscal reform, and improving the business climate are needed to stimulate growth, the country is still facing several challenges. Rajah (2018) argues there are three main problems in Indonesia’s economic policy. First, the country’s infrastructure investment needs to be substantially higher. Second, public saving needs to be increased through a more comprehensive tax strategy. Third, business climate reforms must be recalibrated towards liberalizing markets rather than just cutting red tape. While the latter two of the problems have to be solved through domestic bureaucratic reforms, the first problem is related to Indonesia’s relations with international investors.

While investment in Indonesia is relatively high, the main problem is most investment quality in Indonesia is relatively low and not sourced from international investors. Between 2003-2011, the vast majority of investment went towards the construction of buildings instead of high-return public infrastructure or machinery and equipment (Rajah, 2018). Moreover, foreign direct investment (FDI) in the country only accounts for a small share of total investment, averaging 2 per cent of GDP between 2005-2015, which was lower than most of Indonesia’s neighbors. For example, Vietnam’s share of FDI is 6.6 per cent of GDP, Malaysia is 3.5 per cent, and Thailand is 2.5 per cent. In order to face this issue, in the annex of Jokowi’s first state address (2015), his government stressed the importance of granting tax allowances, letters of credit, as well as restructuring and revitalizing domestic reassurance industries in order to gain more foreign investment. Interestingly, in the annex of Jokowi’s first state address, there are 9 documented instances of the phrase “penanaman modal asing” or foreign investment vis-à-vis the previous president, Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, or SBY for short, which only contain 1 of such phrases for all the annexes of his state addresses.

All of the development plans that Jokowi’s regime pursue certainly need to be funded. With the fact that the rate of foreign investment in Indonesia in terms of its total GDP is relatively low compared to neighboring countries, the need to invite more foreign investors has become one of the most important aspects in President Jokowi’s economic policy, especially for funding infrastructure projects. The government’s attempt to invite more foreign investors is better addressed by analyzing its foreign policy. The following section provides more evaluation on Jokowi’s foreign policy in relation to the domestic political and economic background that the government is facing and how China fits into the picture.
In order to understand the heavy emphasis of economic development in the GMF, it must be understood that the GMF officially has five pillars:

1. The redevelopment of Indonesia’s maritime culture
2. The commitment to protect and develop maritime resources
3. The commitment to develop maritime infrastructure and connectivity
4. Maritime diplomacy to invite Indonesia’s partners to cooperate in maritime affairs
5. The need to build maritime defense capability

Within the pillars of the GMF, pillars number two, three, and four all have economic undertones, which shows that Jokowi’s government is emphasizing on cooperation with foreign partners in order to develop Indonesia’s maritime resources, infrastructure and connectivity.

On the other hand, President Xi Jinping’s Maritime Silk Road (MSR) also has five main priorities, similar to Indonesia’s GMF, which are:

1. Path of green development
2. Ocean-based prosperity
3. Maritime security
4. Innovative growth
5. Collaborative governance

Similar to the GMF’s pillars, MSR’s priorities also have economic undertones, with pillars one, two, and four especially containing the key words “development”, “prosperity”, and “growth”. Therefore, it could be understood that both Indonesia and China are focusing mostly on economic cooperation rather than other issues in their GMF and BRI policies.

However, President Xi was not particularly successful in persuading Indonesia to immediately support the BRI. It took more than a year for Chinese leaders to begin to attract significant attention from their Indonesian counterparts to this China-led initiative, the proposal to build the 21st Century MSR. In March 2015, President Jokowi and President Xi issued a joint statement during Jokowi’s first official visit to China in March 2015 which acknowledged that President Jokowi’s GMF doctrine and President Xi’s proposal of reviving the MSR were “highly complementary to each other” (China’s Foreign Ministry, 2015). In fact, the total trade between the two countries showed an interesting development as it has kept increasing since President Jokowi took office in 2014.

![Graph 4](http://www.kemendag.go.id/)
As seen in graph 4, total trade between Indonesia and China has showed an increase of around US$ 20 billion since 2014.

In addition, both countries have collaborated with each other on the development of the flagship BRI project in Indonesia, namely the 142-km high-speed railway (HSR) connecting Jakarta to Bandung, the capital of the West Java Province. In January 2016, the HSR project, worth around US$6 billion, was launched. In light of the project’s lack of progress (see Negara & Suryadinata, 2018), however, the former Indonesian Minister for State-owned Enterprises (SOEs), Rini Soemarno, stated that the project’s operation would be delayed to March 2021 (Tempo.co., 2018a). Initially, the project was scheduled to be completed prior to the 2019 presidential election.

Jakarta has also taken further positive steps to respond to China’s offers to enhance BRI-related cooperation. President Jokowi was among the 29 heads of state who attended the 2017 Belt and Road Forum for International Cooperation (BRF) in Beijing. As a follow-up to Jokowi’s participation in the BRF, the Coordinating Minister for Maritime Affairs, Luhut Pandjaitan, visited Beijing in June 2017 to lead a forum called the “China-Indonesia Cooperation Forum: Belt and Road Initiative and Global Maritime Fulcrum” (Kumparan.com, 2017). At the end of the forum, Coordinating Minister Luhut witnessed the signing of two MoUs between Chinese and Indonesian companies. They signaled their intent to cooperate on the construction of a carbon steel factory and two power plants, with a total worth of US$ 1.63 billion, in Morowali Industrial Park, Central Sulawesi. The companies started to build the factory in January 2018, and planned to commence steel production two years later (Tempo.co., 2018b).

Despite its positive responses to the BRI, Jokowi’s government refrained from fully engaging with this China-led initiative. Unlike Malaysia, Singapore, and Myanmar, all of whom signed a specific bilateral memorandum of understanding (MoU) with China about the Belt and Road before 2016, Indonesia signed a similar MoU relatively late in October 2018 or nearly five years after the launch of the BRI (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of PRC, 2018). In addition, Indonesia-China interactions on the BRI were limited during the first five years from the launch of the initiative. This is evident when comparing the range, scope, and pace of the bilateral collaboration to other partnerships, such as the Malaysia-China interactions linked to the BRI. In May 2017, Thomas Lembong, the chairman of BKPM (Investment Coordinating Board), reportedly stated that Indonesia “has so far only reaped $5 billion to $6 billion in infrastructure investment from the initiative” (Sundaryani, 2017).

In order to analyze how the GMF and MSR might or might not be seen as “highly complementary to each other”, one should first look at the relations between Indonesia and China. China is one of the major countries which the Indonesian government has been inviting to invest in infrastructure projects as the government attempts to realize its massive infrastructure development plan. Under President Jokowi’s leadership, BKPM has made noteworthy efforts to attract massive investment from China. During May 2016, BKPM launched the so-called “China Desk” to address the language issue that prevents Chinese investors from obtaining comprehensive information about Indonesia’s regulation of foreign investment.

Due to the efforts, Indonesia saw a substantial increase in Chinese investment in 2016, with investment realization valued at $2.6 billion (US). Of the 10 major foreign investor countries in Indonesia, China jumped from ninth rank in 2015 to third rank in 2016 (BKPM, 2017). This was a major achievement, as investment realization from China during the previous 10 years had never reached $1 billion (US). In 2017, total investment reached US $3.36 billion, exceeding the total inward investment realized in 2016 and valued at US $2.66 (BKPM, 2018). However, Graph 3 below indicates that Chinese investment in Indonesia was in decline in 2018. Despite such a decrease, China was still Indonesia’s third largest foreign investor. It seems that inward investment from China would continue to grow in Indonesia. In the light of this, BKPM is reportedly about to open its Beijing office to attract greater investment from China.
President Jokowi’s pragmatism has played an important role in expanding economic engagement with China. As President Jokowi once said, “It does not matter where the money or investment comes from, we must connect the cities, provinces, and islands, because this is what will generate economic development for the people” (Sihite, 2014). Jakarta clearly understands the massive economic opportunities that the Chinese can provide. As Coordinating Minister Luhut stated after his participation in the Belt and Road Forum (BRF) in Beijing, “[Whether we] like it or not, China has a large fund, approximately US$ 3 trillion” (Aziza, 2017). Such a statement further proves that the Indonesian Government does not deny the importance of benefiting from China’s massive capacity to fund.

Moreover, Jakarta has taken some steps to attract more foreign direct investment from China in the BRI context. Soon after President Jokowi’s visit to China for the 2017 BRF, the Indonesian Government introduced the proposal of “Tiga Utara, Satu Bali (three in the north, one in Bali)” (Prasetyo & Azhari, 2017). These could be considered a declaration of Jakarta’s official views, which were long awaited by many, concerning the Indonesian Government’s understanding of the BRI and how the country could benefit from the China-led initiative. In addition, it should also be regarded as Jakarta’s response to the realization of the BRI investment in Indonesia being quite low compared with the Philippines, Malaysia, and even Pakistan. As the chairman of BKPM stated, “President Xi Jinping introduced OBOR for the first time in Jakarta in 2013, so it is quite ironic that we are left behind in this OBOR [initiative]. Indeed, we have so far taken the wrong approach; we are less integrated [and] less proactive to seize opportunities. This is certainly something that we need to immediately fix” (Merdeka.com, 2017). With the latest proposal, the Indonesian Government seeks to concentrate Chinese investment in four provinces: North Sumatra; North Kalimantan; North Sulawesi; and Bali. The investment opportunity projects offered include the constructions of international hub ports, airports, power plants, and industrial complexes.
To attract more BRI-related Chinese investment, the Indonesian Government formed a special task force chaired by Coordinating Minister Luhut. In April 2018, Coordinating Minister Luhut took steps to fulfill his commission’s mandate during his trip to the Belt and Road Trade and Investment Forum in Beijing (Thejakartapost.com, 2018). He witnessed the signing of contracts for hydropower and metallurgical industry projects in North Kalimantan, as well as those securing the Celukan Bawang coal-fired power plant expansion in Bali. Indonesian and Chinese companies also signed a MoU on the development of Tanah Kuning Mangkupadi industrial park in North Kalimantan. These project deals were reportedly worth a total of US $23.3 billion.

One interesting sector for BRI’s investment in Indonesia is in technology transfer. Article 4 (10) of Indonesia’s Law No. 25/2007 on Foreign Investment explicitly stated that “Foreign investment firms that employ foreign nationals are required to train and conduct technology transfer to Indonesian employees.” At least two ministers in President Jokowi’s cabinet, Coordinating Minister Luhut, former SOEs Minister Rini, issued statements asking China to conduct technology transfers in their BRI-related projects in Indonesia. The approach seems to work as some Chinese-backed infrastructure projects, most notably the Jakarta-Bandung high-speed railway, include training and some degree of technology transfer for Indonesia. BRI-related projects, therefore, seem to generate positive contributions for Indonesia’s aim to participate in the fourth industrial revolution (industry 4.0 revolution).

There are, however, opposing views for giving away strategic infrastructure projects through the BRI. Former Coordinating Minister for Maritime Affairs Rizal Ramli is a major proponent of the perspective, cautioning President Jokowi not to let China build and “control” vital strategic projects. Ramli mentioned the case of Sri Lanka’s handover of Hambantota Port to China after falling into debt to the latter as an example of how things might go wrong. These views are alive and well in Indonesia, and the existence of such issues in other countries, including Pakistan, Myanmar, and Bangladesh also fuel further the proponents’ suspicions.

GMF-BRI and Indonesia-China People-to-People Relations

In the realm of people-to-people relations, three main topics of interests came into mind in terms of the GMF and BRI. Those issues are the Indonesia-China civil society relations, the uproar regarding Chinese workers in Indonesia, and the cultural exchange between the two countries, namely in tourism development and educational exchange. This section explains how the issues affect the relations between Indonesia and China as well as whether any of the issues are connected to the GMF and/or BRI.

Indonesia-China civil society relations

Before jumping into the civil society relations between Indonesia and China, it must be understood that both countries operate differently in terms of what kind of civil society is allowed to operate in their domains. Since the end of Suharto’s reign, independent civil society organizations (CSOs) play a prominent role in Indonesia, though some restrictions and administration issues still persist. Major CSOs working on a plethora of issues including anticorruption (e.g. Indonesian Corruption Watch), the environment (e.g. Wahana Lingkungan Hidup Indonesia), and migrant rights (e.g. Migrant Care) were consulted by politicians and talked freely about on national media. Law No. 17/2013 (amended in Law No. 2/2017) provided the legal basis for CSOs to freely operate in Indonesia barring treasonous, blasphemous, and related acts.

The different approaches toward CSOs especially after the Tiananmen incident of 1989. These include 1998’s “Regulations for the Registration and Management of Social Groups” and “Provisional Regulations on the Registration and Management of Civil Non-enterprise Units,” as well as 2004’s “Foundation Management Regulations”.

The different approaches toward CSOs between the two countries resulted in a more top-down approach to improve the relations of both
countries’ CSOs. Actions to connect CSOs from
the two countries were held by governmental
bodies including the Indonesian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs\textsuperscript{41} and the Chinese Communist Party-led China
Overseas Exchange Association.\textsuperscript{42} Whether these top-
down approaches would further people-to-people
relations between the two countries is still up for
debate, though there is progress in terms of events held
and visits between CSOs. However, the filtered and
government-sponsored visits present a questionable
effectiveness of people-to-people relations.

The relations also suffer from Suharto regime’s
three decade ban of Chinese language and culture.
Compared to neighboring countries of Malaysia
and Singapore, the Chinese population in Indonesia
could not publish Chinese-language newspapers,
operate Chinese-language based schools, and openly
celebrate Chinese traditions. The policy resulted in a
relative absence of Chinese Indonesian-based CSOs
that can work closely with China’s GONGOs while also
creating a new generation of Chinese Indonesians
who cannot speak Chinese and therefore are less
involved in people-to-people activities between the
two countries.

The issue of Chinese workers in Indonesia

On March 26 of 2018, President Jokowi issued the
Presidential Regulation No. 20/2018 on Foreign
Workers. The regulation was a step in liberalizing the
employment of foreign workers with regards to the
domestic workers’ market (State Secretariat, 2018).\textsuperscript{43}
The main point of the regulation is to speed up the
time (up to 2 days) that it takes to process foreign
worker applications made by Indonesian firms. The
regulation also allows for the processing of visa
applications for potential foreign workers at overseas
Indonesian embassies and turns over more decision-
making authority to the Ministry of Manpower, away
from the Immigration Bureau. The regulation did not
remove constraining restrictions including Indonesian
language proficiency, short contracts, and the
requirement for foreign workers to work with local co-
workers. However, the regulation created a backlash
from the domestic audience, especially in relation
to the issue of alleged mass movements of Chinese
workers to work on Chinese-funded projects related
to BRI. In general, foreign workers’ participation in a
domestic labor market is almost always susceptible to
nationalist backlash, with Indonesia being no exception
(Manning, 2018).\textsuperscript{44}

The issue of overseas Chinese labor working in
Chinese projects is neither new in Indonesia nor in
other countries with Chinese FDI projects. There is some
public belief that these Chinese-backed projects prefer
to employ Chinese labor as a way to cut costs and
increase their efficiency.\textsuperscript{45} The Indonesian government
also claim that Indonesian workers also benefit from
the training they receive from skilled Chinese laborers
who in the end will return to China after their project’s
end.\textsuperscript{46} However, in May 2018, during Chinese Premier
Li Keqiang's first official overseas trip to Indonesia, he
pledged to encourage Chinese companies in Indonesia
to employ mostly Indonesian workers. The statement
was the first time that Li has publicly addressed the
topic of Chinese laborers in Southeast Asia, showing
China’s growing understanding of social and political
sensitivities in Indonesia (Priyandita, 2018).\textsuperscript{47}

Both former President SBY and presidential
candidate (in 2014 and 2019 elections) Prabowo
Subianto reacted against the regulation. The public
discourse also focused on domestic resistance against
foreign Chinese workers in Indonesia. One of the
most popular hoaxes that spread across the country
was regarding the presence of more than 10 million
Chinese workers spread throughout the archipelago
and stealing domestic jobs (Kompas, 2018). Both
President Jokowi and the Indonesian Institute of
Sciences (LIPI) refuted the number, claiming that
there are only between 21,000 to 23,000 Chinese
workers out of around 80,000 total foreign workers
in Indonesia in 2016.\textsuperscript{48} \textsuperscript{49} Even if the number doubled
or tripled between 2017-2018, it will still comprise less
than 80,000 Indonesian workers that are registered
in China by 2016.\textsuperscript{50} The damage, however, was done
and frictions were created due to anti-Chinese workers
sentiment in the country (Manning, 2018).
Cultural exchange: tourism and education

In a more positive light regarding people-to-people exchange between China and Indonesia post GMF-MSR, China overtook Singapore as Indonesia’s largest tourist source since 2016 (Indonesia’s Central Statistics Agency, 2017). In 2016, Chinese tourists made around 1.6 million trips to Indonesia and the number increased to almost 2.1 million in 2017. The opening of more direct flight routes as well as the launching of more cooperation projects under the MSR/BRI is expected to further increase the number of Chinese tourists to Indonesia. The number of Chinese tourists in Indonesia is showing an upward trend in the last decade, the number having quadrupled since 2010, with Chinese tourists’ numbers doubling between 2014 and 2017 alone (see Graph 3). However, it should also be noted that the increasing number of Chinese tourists is occurring globally due to the growing Chinese economy, with Indonesia placing outside of the top 10 overseas destinations for Chinese tourists.

The same trend can be seen regarding Indonesian tourists in China, albeit with smaller changes. In 2016-2017, Indonesia is ranked 13th by the number of its nationals that visited China with around 632,000 tourists and around 1 million in 2017. The number increased compared to 2015, where Indonesia ranked 16th with 540,500 tourists visiting China. Although there are no studies and statistics to back the data, increasing cooperation in the economic sector due to GMF-MSR policies might affect the number of Indonesian visitors to China, especially for those on business.

However, the increase in the number of Chinese tourists in Indonesia which overtook the number 1 position as the highest source of tourists did create some issues. Although Chinese tourists on average spent US$ 1,000 per person in Indonesia, the nature of Chinese tourists who flocked in via Chinese-organized tour groups did not always bring profit to local Indonesian businesses. In October 2018, Vice Governor of Bali province Tjokorda Oka Artha Ardhana Sukawati, popularly known as Cok Ace, conducted impromptu investigations to four Chinese national-owned shops in Bali that sell Chinese items...
(e.g. medicines and silks) to Chinese tourists and received payments in Chinese Yuan via Chinese app WeChat.57

As for the number of student exchanges between the two countries, there were 14,000 Indonesian students in China in 2016, which ranked as the 7th largest source of foreign students in the country.58 Conversely, there were 457 Chinese students in Indonesia in 2017.59

Several factors might explain the imbalance of student exchanges between the two countries. In terms of overall student number, both Indonesia and China rank highly due to their status as the fourth and first most populous countries in the world, respectively. It is not surprising that China is the largest sender of overseas students in the world with over 600,000 Chinese students studying abroad in 2017.60 Indonesia, by contrast, is only the 22nd largest sender of international students in 2017 despite its high population.61 Economic capability is one possible factor as China has a higher GDP per capita (around USD 8,800) compared to Indonesia (around USD 3,300), making it possible for more Chinese parents to fund their children's study abroad. In fact, 88.97% of all overseas Chinese students were self-funded in 2017.62 On the other hand, although there is no exact number of the funding status of overseas Indonesian students, a survey in 2017 by ICEF, a market intelligence resource for the international education industry, found that around half of Indonesian students indicated that they would require financial assistance in order to study abroad.63

Given the propensity of Chinese overseas students to be self-funded while most Indonesian students would need financial assistance to study abroad, it can be deducted that Chinese students will mostly choose countries with a high quality of tertiary education to study abroad. Indonesian students, on the other hand, will mostly go to countries that provide them with scholarships. Indonesia's higher education quality is not well-known for having a good reputation (resulting in the lowest inbound mobility ratio in ASEAN with just 0.07% compared to Singapore's 27.2% and Malaysia's 8%).64 Thus, it is highly unlikely for Chinese students to choose Indonesia as a destination for higher education. On the contrary, scholarships granted by the Chinese government are attracting Indonesian students, making them flock to China.
4. Conclusion

Based on the data gathered in this paper, Indonesia–China bilateral interactions following the implementation of China-led BRI seem to have improved. Diplomatic, economic, and people-to-people bonds all show improvement and increasing trends. However, whether the improvement is caused by the BRI and GMF policies is rather dubious. There are apparent similar focuses on economic cooperation between the BRI and GMF. But, it should be noted that even in terms of economic cooperation, Indonesia signed a BRI Memorandum of Understanding with China relatively late in October 2018. Moreover, even though there is an increased number of improvements in most sectors, several issues including the South China Sea, anti-Chinese sentiment in Indonesia, as well as bureaucratic red tape continue to prevent a more comprehensive cooperation between the two countries.

It is also worthy to note that Indonesia’s domestic politics have played significant roles in both fostering and constraining Indonesia’s engagement with the China-led BRI. Indonesia–China cooperation in the context of the BRI has contributed positively to some extent to the legitimacy of President Jokowi’s regime to rule. Accelerating infrastructure development has been President Jokowi’s main political project to try to win wider support from the public. The Indonesian Government has been expecting considerable investment from China to support President Jokowi’s massive infrastructure development plan. The efforts of Jokowi’s regime to obtain maximum benefits from the China-led BRI, however, have turned out to limit the regime’s strategy to bolster its domestic authority. Anti-Jokowi elites along with the Islamist hardliners have utilized Indonesia’s increased economic cooperation with China during Jokowi’s presidency so as to depict him as a pro-China leader. During Jakarta’s 2016/2017 gubernatorial election, massive negative sentiments against China were mobilized to further arouse antagonism between President Jokowi and the public. This situation has presented significant political challenges to the president of the world’s largest Muslim country, as the opposing elites have associated President Jokowi’s efforts to expand Indonesia’s relationship with China with an anti-Islamic attitude.

Indonesia’s engagement with the BRI has provided benefits as well as risks to the Jokowi government’s endeavors to maintain and strengthen its domestic authority. As the government has attempted to leverage the benefits, it has maintained its positive attitude toward the initiative and has even agreed to collaborate with some project construction. At the same time, it has refrained from substantially and rapidly expanding the bilateral collaboration, as it has endeavored to manage the political risks posed by the government’s further engagement with the BRI following the mobilization of anti-China sentiments. As long as the country’s closer relationship with China presents a significant political challenge to the Jokowi regime, one should be less optimistic about the prospects of Indonesia’s full engagement with the BRI. A marked increase in the regime’s capacity to deal with opposing socio-political forces, and its ability to mobilize the popular support of the masses, are among the preconditions needed for the further expansion of Indonesia-China collaboration.

Furthermore, it should be acknowledged that this paper is preliminary research that cannot show any direct correlations between the BRI and GMF. By looking at the major trends and issues faced by the two countries, the main takeaway of this paper is that the BRI and GMF both came at the right moment to foster cooperation between Indonesia and China. Yet, whether both policies are coordinated or complement each other needs further investigation.
In the end, it seems that there is clear skepticism in Indonesia that BRI investment on a large scale is connected to Indonesia’s geo-strategic GMF or its strategic importance to China. Various domestic political constraints as well as a seemingly top-down approach with no bottom-up backup in the implementation of both the BRI and GMF resulted in a relatively weak result in terms of economic cooperation and people-to-people relations. Whether it is in Indonesia’s interest to closely pursue the BRI therefore remains something to be doubted.
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